The Master in Management of Economic Policy (GPE) becomes a "Partner program" of the World Bank
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Dates
on the May 4, 2020
The Master in Management of Economic Policy (GPE) is just awarded “Partner Program” by the World Bank. The World Bank supports this program since its beginning in 1994, thanks to the Joint Japan / World Bank Graduate Scholarship Program (JJ/WBGSP).

The School of Economics - Université Clermont Auvergne - and the FERDI are co-organising this program supervised by Catherine Araujo-Bonjean and Michael Goujon. This master program for professionals is recruiting francophone senior civil servants from developing countries. The lecturers and teaching unit managers are scholars from the School of Economics/Cerdi together with Ferdi fellows and other institutions’ economic development experts.

The main subjects are:
- analysis of the macroeconomic policies (fiscal, monetary, exchange rate, and trade);
- sectoral policies: agriculture, environment, poverty, health and education, Public-Private Partnership;
- project analysis.
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